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Coffin and 
Urn Range

Butterflies urn Ocean Sand urn Entwined 
Grace urn

Wallington

Tanfield Cragside Rainbow Anoka urn

Peaceful Grace urn

MORE AVAILABLE UP ON REQUEST

Scatter Tubes

FSC certified products are indicated by use of the FSC ticktree alongside the 
product. The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certification guarantees that the 
wood we use comes from trees grown in responsibly managed forests and other 
controlled sources

Ashes Caskets & Urns



Coffin Selection

Derwent
A simple and natural light oak veneer style 
coffin, fully lined with gold furnishings and 
custom nameplate.

Gibside
Traditionally crafted solid oak coffin with feature 
deep panels to the sides and ends. 

The Gibside has a high raised lid and is polished 
to a rich gloss finish.

Saltwell
A natural oak veneer style coffin, fully line 
with gold furnishings and custom nameplate

Remembrance
Designed for Regent Funeral Services, to 
remember those is the Armed Forces a 
natural and biodegradable coffin.

Regent Teardrop  
floral arrangement - POA

Reflections
The Reflection range of coffins come in a range of 
bespoke pictures/themes ie floral/sporting/landscape/
animals/hobbies/words to remember/transport/glitter 
etc. Matching Ashes Caskets and Scatter Tubes are 
also available.

Cardboard Coffin
These high quality cardboard coffins are 
manufactured from corrugated cardboard, which is 
strong and sturdy, while remaining lightweight and 
easy to manage.

Traditional Chestnut Willow
Hand-woven, natural willow (wicker) coffin in a 
traditional shape. Can be supplied with a wooden 
nameplate.

Water Hyacinth
Traditional coffin shape and created with a strong 
inner wooden frame with a hand woven water 
hyacinth outer shell.

Banana Leaf
Traditional coffin shape and created with a strong 
inner wooden frame with a hand woven banana leaf 
outer shell

Regent
An oak veneer style coffin fitted with 
raised lid.

Maple
An oval coffin with an organic elliptical shape. A delicate 
pearlescent colour and a water soft sheen finish. This comes 
with a personally decorated nameplate in the shape of a 
book and a detachable keepsake butterfly

Caskets available on request

MORE AVAILABLE UP ON REQUEST

Crystal butterfly Teardrop urn Silver rose heart Teardrop urn 
floral

Available keepsakes - POA

Gateshead
An exquisitely crafted, semi-solid redwood  
timber coffin made from sapele. 

It has feature panels with a raised lid and  
rich gloss finish. 


